Motivation: microRNAs (miRNAs) are short non-coding RNAs that regulate gene expression by inhibiting target mRNA genes. Their tissue-and disease-specific expression patterns have immense therapeutic and diagnostic potential. To understand these patterns, a reliable compilation of miRNA and mRNA expression data is required to compare multiple tissue types. Moreover, with the appropriate statistical tools, such a resource could be interrogated to discover functionally related miRNA-mRNA pairs. Results: We have developed mimiRNA, an online resource that integrates expression data from 1483 samples and permits visualization of the expression of 635 human miRNAs across 188 different tissues or cell types. mimiRNA incorporates a novel sample classification algorithm, ExParser, that groups identical miRNA or mRNA experiments from separate sources. This enables mimiRNA to provide reliable expression profiles and to discover functional relations between miRNAs and mRNAs such as miRNA targets. Additionally, mimiRNA incorporates a decision tree algorithm to discover distinguishing miRNA features between two tissue or cell types. We validate the efficacy of our resource on independent experimental data and through biologically relevant analyses. Availability: http://mimirna
INTRODUCTION
microRNAs (miRNAs) are short, ∼22-nt long RNAs that play a major role in gene regulation in many biological processes including cell proliferation and differentiation (Wienholds and Plasterk, 2005) , development (Alvarez-Garcia and Miska, 2005) and disease (Cho 2007; Felicetti et al., 2008) . They exhibit tissue-specific expression patterns and direct changes in the expression of multiple mRNA genes thereby modulating complex networks such as regulatory loops and signaling pathways (Cui et al., 2006) . To understand these patterns, a reliable compilation of miRNA and mRNA expression data is required to compare multiple tissue types. Moreover, with the * To whom correspondence should be addressed. appropriate statistical tools, such a resource could be interrogated to discover functionally related miRNA-mRNA pairs.
We present mimiRNA (http://mimirna.centenary.org.au), a resource designed to graphically represent human miRNA expression profiles. mimiRNA allows the visualization of miRNA expression levels in 188 different tissue or cell types, provides a robust statistical method for discovering functional interactions between miRNAs and mRNA genes, such as miRNA targets, and implements a classification method to discover key miRNAs that are differentially expressed in two user-defined tissue types. Importantly, we introduce a novel sample classification algorithm, ExParser, based on natural language parsing techniques that allows mimiRNA to automatically classify imported experiments with minimal curation. This classification enables mimiRNA to provide two novel functions: (i) it groups together identical tissues or cell types from multiple experiments to create more robust profiles; (ii) it can display the expression of a user selected miRNA and mRNA pair in multiple tissue or cell types to discover putative functional relations between them. mimiRNA was named after the ancient Australian Aboriginal Mimi spirits whose shape is akin to that of the miRNA hairpin precursor. Screencast tutorials for mimiRNA are available on the website.
METHODS
Experimentally derived miRNA expression data from 1483 samples from four major resources that had been measured with one of four different technologies was downloaded. One sample was defined as one experiment performed on one tissue or cell type. Sequencing data was obtained from the miRNA Atlas (Landgraf et al., 2007) , quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) data from Gaur et al. (2007) and Lee et al. (2008) , and microarray and deep sequencing data from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) (Barrett and Edgar, 2006) . These four resources were selected because of their large size (over 60 samples each) and accessibility. mRNA data from 564 Affymetrix GeneChip Human Genome U133 Plus 2.0 Arrays, chosen for their high coverage of the genome and large number of samples, was also collected.
The ExParser algorithm incorporated into mimiRNA was created to automatically categorize input sample descriptions based on the Expressed Sequence Annotation for Humans (eVOC) (Kruger et al., 2007) ontology which provides a controlled vocabulary to describe tissue and cell types. We used six eVOC categories to classify samples: anatomical site, disease state, developmental stage, treatment type, cell type and cell line. Each category provided a series of hierarchical descriptions to identify each sample with a unique eVOC description. Because eVOC does not provide a controlled vocabulary for cell lines, we used the Hypertext cell line database (http://bioinformatics.istge.it/cldb/indexes.html) to create an eVOC cell line category (data available on request). The algorithm used in ExParser was modified from natural language algorithms used for website searches (Zobel and Moffat, 2006 ) based on word gathering and description scoring as detailed below and in Figure 1a .
Word gathering. The initial step removed common words from the sample description that were considered non-informative to the classification procedure. These words either had less than three letters or were in a list of non-informative words generated by considering words found in more than 10% of 10 000 GEO experiment descriptions or in more than 10% of 1000 newspaper articles from the New York Times newspaper (Supplementary Data 1). Remaining words were then assigned a weight from 0.1 to 1. This weight was the inverse of the frequency of each word in the 10 000 GEO descriptions. For example, words appearing in 10% of the descriptions were considered to be less informative and were assigned a weight of 0.1, whereas words appearing in 1% or less were assigned a weight of 1.
Description scoring. Each of the weighted words derived from the sample description was used to score each of the eVOC descriptions (Fig. 1b) . Each word common to the weighted list and the eVOC description contributed the value of its weight to the score. Words found consecutively and in the same order in both the weighted word list and the eVOC description were awarded an extra number of points equal to the number of consecutive words. Finally, the score was multiplied by the proportion of words in the eVOC description that were also in the sample word list. Descriptions that scored <1 were considered as non-informative and were discarded. In case of a tie between eVOC descriptions or if no description was found for all six categories, the classifier displayed the sample description for manual curation.
(a) (b) Fig. 1 . Exparser, an automatic sample classification algorithm. Informative descriptions from 1483 samples obtained from the original on-line data were classified according to the six6 eVOC categories (cell type, anatomical site, cell line, treatment, development and pathology) using word gathering and description scoring steps (a). An example of the scoring procedure for the sample classified in (a) applied to the eVOC pathology category is shown in (b). 'Word weight' (ww) represents an estimate of importance of a descriptive word based on its frequency; 'consecutive words' (cw) allocates a value to the number of words in sequence; 'eVOC coverage' (ec) is the proportion of the eVOC description present in the sample text; and the total score is calculated from the equation shown. Of the three eVOC descriptions in the pathology category, 'benign tumor' was the highest scoring in the example shown. Similarly, 'large intestine' was the highest scoring description in the anatomical site category. The Exparser would therefore classify this example as being best described as large intestine-benign tumor.
Unifying the expression data
To compare data generated by differing technologies, we normalized the expression level of each sample using a standard score transformation. This score was based on the average and variability in the data and transformed all sample measurement values into a score (S) ranging from 0 to 1000 using the following formula:
where X is the expression value of a gene in a given sample, M is the mean expression of all genes in the sample and SD their standard deviation. This scale (0-1000) was selected for visualization purposes. For qPCR and sequencing data, the number of molecules per cell (provided by the authors) was used for the transformation. For the microarray data, if background correction had not been performed by the authors, the convolution background correction from the RMA package (Gentleman et al., 2004) was used before standardization. For deep sequencing data, read counts were used (Supplementary Methods 3).
RESULTS

Visualizing miRNA expression profiles
The web-based interface of mimiRNA offers six options to explore miRNA function. The first two options allow the user to visualize expression of miRNAs: (i) levels of a user-specified miRNA are depicted in numerous tissue types (Fig. 2) or, (ii) levels of all miRNAs in a user-specific tissue are depicted. A statistic was integrated to inform the user of the homogeneity of the data taken from multiple sources (Supplementary Methods 1) . This is shown as 'Data Variability' in Figure 2 . Because mimiRNA presents standardized measurements of expression from disparate sources, the values for each miRNA provide a measure of relative expression compared to that of other miRNAs in a given sample. Estimates of absolute expression for a given miRNA are not provided by mimiRNA. In a tissue containing the majority of miRNAs expressed at very low levels for example, one miRNA with a low level of expression but higher than the majority would be allocated a high expression score. This should not systematically be interpreted to mean that this given miRNA is expressed at very high levels.
To independently verify that the data collection and unification method produced reliable expression profiles, we compared (Ach et al., 2008) . The expression profiles of 61 common miRNAs present in nine tissue types predicted by mimiRNA (x-axis) and measured by Q-RT-PCR in an independent study (Ach et al., 2008 ) (y-axis) were compared using Pearson's correlation statistic. The shading of each square corresponds to the correlation coefficient calculated between each tissue type for the 61 miRNAs.
mimiRNA expression profiles with quantitative reverse transcriptase PCR (Q-RT-PCR) profiles from a published study (Ach et al., 2008) for nine tissue types (Fig. 3 ) using Pearson's correlation coefficient. Because data from the published study was produced with microarrays and further validated with qPCR, it constituted a reliable independent validation set. Expression profiles from mimiRNA and this study correlated strongly in five of the nine tissues examined (thymus, testis, skeletal muscle, placenta and heart achieved correlation coefficients > 0.6).
Importantly, identical tissue types exhibited the strongest correlation coefficients in eight of the nine tissues. The skeletal muscle profile from mimiRNA exhibited strong correlations with both skeletal and heart muscle from the published set. This could be expected because these two tissues share similar physiology with regard to their striated appearance and contraction. The ovary tissue profile from this validation set did not correlate with any of the mimiRNA profiles. This could be explained by the fact that of the top 10 miRNAs that deviated the most from the mean and therefore contributed the most to the profile's 'identity' in the mimiRNA profile, only one was present in the published set. The high level of agreement between mimiRNA profiles and the independent published set validated the method for data extraction and unification in its ability to produce reliable expression profiles.
Exploring potentially related miRNAs and mRNAs by expression profiling
In options 3-5 of the mimiRNA web interface, the user can explore potential functionally related miRNAs and mRNAs by comparing their expression profiles in multiple tissues or cell types. Because ExParser automatically classifies experiments performed on mRNAs and miRNAs, the user can visualize the expression of any miRNA and mRNA in identical tissue or cell types. Similar patterns of expression of a given miRNA and mRNA might indicate that one of the two molecules positively regulates the other or that both are subject to common regulation. Conversely, an increase in the expression of a given miRNA in concert with a decrease in the expression of mRNAs in different tissues could suggest that the miRNA targets these mRNAs. To visualize the relationship between mRNA and miRNA gene expression using mimiRNA, a dataset of mRNA expression from 564 samples that were classified in the same manner as the miRNA data (see 'Materials and methods' section) was created. For all miRNA-mRNA pairs, mimiRNA identified common tissues or cell types in order to calculate a correlation coefficient using Pearson's statistic. Figure 4a shows an example of a miRNA/mRNA pair, hsamiR-1, over-expressed in muscle (Lim et al., 2005) and PGAM1, linked to muscular abnormalities (Oh et al., 2006) that exhibits a significant inverse pattern of expression (P = 0.011). Because mRNAs that exhibit an inverse expression pattern to a given miRNA may be the target of that miRNA (Cheng and Li, 2008) , mimiRNA displays the results from four target prediction algorithms [TargetScan (Grimson et al., 2007) , miRBase (Griffiths-Jones et al., 2008) , RNA22 (Miranda et al., 2006) and PicTar (Krek et al., 2005) ] above the expression profiles to assist in the assessment of putative targets. Figure 4b shows an example of a positively correlated miRNA/miRNA pair, hsa-miR-17 and hsa-miR-92a. These miRNAs are expressed from a co-regulated cluster (He et al., 2005) thereby explaining their similar expression pattern and significant correlation score (P < 0.001).
Options 4 and 5 of mimiRNA offer search functions for a userdefined gene (mRNA or miRNA) to facilitate the discovery of other genes that share coordinate or inverse expression patterns. For this operation, mimiRNA compared the expression profile of the user-defined gene with all other genes in the database and returned genes with significant high-scoring negative and positive correlations. The output of this search depended on the user-defined choice of threshold for the P-value of the correlations tested. In displaying a list of miRNAs and mRNAs that correlated with the input gene, this function provided a robust starting point from which potential networks and higher order relationships could be explored (Supplementary Figure 1) .
Comparing the miRNA expression profiles of two tissues or cell types
Identifying differentially expressed miRNAs between two or more tissues or cell types is essential to discovering miRNAs that play key roles in disease and differentiation (Marcucci et al., 2008; Slack and Weidhaas, 2008) . To this end, mimiRNA incorporates a robust method for comparing miRNA expression profiles in Option 6. Figure 5 shows the comparison of miRNA expression profiles, in this case between breast tumor and normal breast samples. In this example, the two miRNAs that showed the most significant difference in expression, hsa-let-7a and hsa-miR-141 (gray bars), have been previously linked to neoplasia and breast cancer (Gregory et al., 2008; Yu et al., 2007) . However, other miRNAs that show smaller changes in expression may also contribute to the differences observed between neoplastic and normal breast tissue. To highlight such miRNAs, a method based on the classification power of each miRNA rather than the global expression changes was implemented. This decision tree approach (see Supplementary Methods section 2) identifies miRNAs or combinations of miRNAs that provide the most accurate allocation of a theoretical unlabeled sample into one of the two tissue types selected. mimiRNA displays the final classification tree and highlights miRNAs at each node by changing their font to red. In Figure 5 , for example, hsa-miR-10a, −125b, −130a, −145 and −193 were all nodes of the classification tree used to classify samples as either 'breast' or 'breast-tumor' and are displayed in red. Highlighting particular miRNAs using this approach signifies their possible distinguishing characteristics for any two user-defined tissues. In the example provided in Figure  5 , the miRNAs highlighted are supported by independent published data (Agirre et al., 2008; Iorio et al., 2005) . Importantly, the absolute changes in expression levels of the miRNAs between breast tumor and normal tissue were relatively modest. The classification tree implemented in mimiRNA can highlight miRNAs that may be of biological significance but might otherwise be overlooked due to the relatively small differences in expression.
DISCUSSION
By implementing natural language methods to retrieve and classify 1483 miRNA expression profiling experiments, mimiRNA provides the largest classified dataset of miRNA experiments in humans to date. Other resources such as mirz (http://www.mirz.unibas.ch) or microRNA.org (http://www.microrna.org) also provide large datasets of miRNA experiments. However, these are not classified in a manner that allows their association and comparison with other genes in multiple tissue types. In addition, we have implemented robust methods to discover functionally related miRNAs and mRNA genes including miRNA targets and co-regulated miRNA-mRNA pairs. A classification method to predict miRNAs that distinguish tissues or cell types has also been implemented. Because mimiRNA uses an automatic classification of samples and a standard score for measuring expression across various technologies, new data will be readily incorporated into the database to maintain mimiRNA as the largest online human miRNA expression profiler. Such updates will include deep sequencing data and high throughput protein measurements (Schwanhäusser et al., 2009; Selbach et al., 2008) to visualize how miRNAs impact variably on protein and mRNA expression.
